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On the just war tradition
in the twenty-first century

NICHOLAS RENGGER*

All politics is shaped through the webs of meaning that are developed,

intentionally and otherwise, through time and chance.I How any political syste

or framework of action or judgement is so shaped, however, naturally var

good deal. Among the more significant ways in which such meanings are carri

through time, adapting and evolving as they inevitably will, is through power

and self-conscious traditions of thought, often sedimented in the institu

and processes of politics but also still living traditions-changing, conteste
vital. My concern here is with one such tradition: the just war tradition.

its roots in that febrile period when Christianity was trying to come to t

with the still all-too-real world of classical antiquity that lapped around it
just war tradition has retained a remarkable vitality and power well int

own times.2 Many of the arguments surrounding deterrence policy durin

Cold War, military interventions (or lack of them) from the I96os to the
and the 'war against terrorism' now are couched in language that would

broadly familiar to those theologians, philosophers and jurists who largely cre

the just war tradition, even if the context of the debates has changed be

recognition. Indeed, the past forty years have seen a flowering of writing in,

about, the tradition unequalled since the late seventeenth century.3
* I am very grateful for the discussions I had on the topic of the future of the just war at both the ISA

convention in Chicago in February 200I and the BISA conference in Edinburgh in December 200

all my fellow panellists on both occasions, my very warm thanks. For additional conversations on th
topic (and many others) from which I always learn, my special thanks go to Chris Brown, Ian Hall,
Caroline Kennedy-Pipe, Terry Nardin, and Joel Rosenthal. I am also very grateful to Caroline Sope
International Affairs for her invitation to write this paper and for her comments along the way.
There will be those, of course, who would deny this. Unsophisticated materialists, those who empha
structural constraints above all else and related sophistai of the modern academy, to say nothing of tho
outside it who take a crudely instrumental or material view of the political world, would all do so. A
classic repudiation of such assumptions is Michael Oakeshott, Experience and its modes (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, I933).
2 Perhaps the best recent historian of the tradition as a whole is James Turner Johnson, in Ideology, reas
and the limitation of war (Princeton: Princeton University Press, I975) and The just war tradition and the
restraint of war (Princeton: Princeton University Press, I98 ). These two volumes take the just war f
its origins to the modern world.
3 The literature here is truly enormous. Samples of the most influential treatments include Paul Rams
The just war:force and responsibility (New York: Scribners, I968); Michael Walzer,Just and unjust wars:

International Affairs 78, 2 (2002) 353-63
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However, I also think that there is a growing set of problems in the tradition,
problems that, although fed by many tributaries, can be seen especially clearly in

the context of the events of i September 2001 and their aftermath. It seems
appropriate at this juncture, therefore, to enquire whether the tradition has
resources that will allow it to survive these problems. Finally, at the close of the

article I shall offer a thought on whether the gradual disappearance of the just

war tradition and its replacement by something else would be, on balance, a
gain or a loss.

I

The just war tradition exists, of course, as one among a number of competing
traditions of thinking about the relationship between war and politics in the
West. Without defending this view in detail here, let me suggest that Western
thinking about this relationship is essentially constructed around three 'ideal'
positions: that war is never legitimate; that in war anything goes; and, finally,
that in war some sorts of restraint, both on what we can legitimately fight for

and on how we may legitimately fight, are morally required.4 The first view,

usually known as pacifism, was virtually unheard-of prior to the coming of
Christianity but has been a persistent, if minority, position ever since, both
within the Christian tradition and outside it (though I should say that my own
view is that the only fully coherent pacifism is a Christian pacifism5).

The second view has come in many forms, but its various modern versions
have usually been allied to the evolution of the European states-system, in particular to traditions such as raison d'etat and Machtpolitik.6 For that very reason,

however, it has tended to become entangled in the wider ways in which states

and societies have seen themselves and has, fairly inevitably, rarely been an
officially accepted way of thinking, however influential it has been subliminally.

The just war tradition is a version of the last view-the version it has tended
to take over the last thousand or so years, though most of the key work establishing and refining the tradition was done in the period between the writings of
Ambrose and Augustine in late antiquity and those of late scholastics like Suarez
and Vitoria and Protestant natural lawyers like Grotius; in other words, roughly

between the fifth and the seventeenth centuries.7 From the late eighteenth
moral argument with historical illustrations (New York: Basic Books, 1977; new edns 1991, 2000); James
Turner Johnson, Can modern war be just? (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984); John Finnis, Joseph
Boyle and Germain Grisez, Nuclear deterrence, morality and realism (Oxford: Clarendon, 1987); Jean Bethke
Elshtain, Women and war (New York: Basic Books, I987; new edn 2000).
4 I would also argue-but cannot do so in detail here-that non-Western traditions are similarly framed.
5 This says nothing about whether I agree with such a view. The best argument to the effect that Christian
pacifism is the only fully coherent pacifism can be found in Grady Scott Davis's extraordinarily well
written Warcraft and thefragility ofgoodness (Idaho: University of Idaho Press, 1992).
6 A classic discussion is Friedrich Meinecke's Die idee der Staatsrdson in der neueren geschichte (Munich and

Berlin: Oldenbourg, 1929).
7 See the discussions and excerpts in Chris Brown, Terry Nardin and Nicholas Rengger, eds, International
relations in political thought: textsfrom ancient Greece to the nineteenth century (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 2002).
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century onwards, little of importance was written in the tradition until the midtwentieth century, whereupon, as I remarked above, there was a veritable renais-

sance of writing and thinking about the just war tradition. However, if we are
to properly understand the significance of this renaissance, we need to bear in
mind its context; and there are two aspects of this context, I would suggest, that
are especially interesting.
The first, which has been much commented upon, is that the specific context
for writing about the just war in the twentieth century has tended to be gener-

ated by events in the political world. Thus, during the Second World War, for

example, there was a debate in Britain about the legitimacy of the bombing
campaign against Germany. Many, particularly in the churches, had severe doubts

about this policy, especially the campaign against German cities. Led by the
Anglican Bishop George Bell of Chichester, the opponents of the campaign
lodged serious sets of objections against it, basing them quite explicitly on criteria
developed in the just war tradition. They did not succeed in derailing the policy,
but they certainly succeeded in embarrassing the government.8 Equally, Michael

Walzer's Just and unjust wars, unambiguously the most influential academic
reconsideration of the tradition in recent times, was-as Walzer tells us in the

preface-begun not as a result of any academic interests but as a result of
passionate involvement in a key debate, the debate over the Vietnam War, of

which Walzer was a leading academic opponent. The same practical concerns
can be found in the many books and articles on the ethics of nuclear deterrence,

possession and use that appeared throughout the I98os, most especially perhaps

the American Catholic bishops' much-discussed apostolic letter on nuclear
weapons, first published in 1983.
Of course, it is hardly problematic as such that a tradition meant as an aid to

practical reflection should be pressed into service in this way. However, it has
obscured the fact, not always well understood in any event, that the tradition
had developed several faces by the mid-twentieth century, that the increasingly

dominant face was secular and at least in broad terms sympathetic to liberal
ideas, and for that reason rather different from the way in which the tradition
had been understood in previous centuries. Perhaps the most significant developments in this respect are the manner in which the militaries and political elites of

many modern states (and particularly liberal Western states) have chosen to
interpret or refer to the just war tradition and, most especially of all, the fact that

the international agreements to which the tradition in large part gave riseusually referred to as the laws of war-are now, understandably, seen in principally legal, rather than in moral or ethical, terms. Professional militaries have
thus tended to internalize the constraints and assumptions of the laws of war, as
8 So much so that, in the eyes of many, it effectively put paid to Bell's chances of succeeding Cosmo Lang
as Archbishop of Canterbury when the latter died in 1944. It is worth pointing out that this controversy
has continued to the present. When the present government erected a statue to the wartime head of
Bomber Command, Sir Arthur ('Bomber') Harris, it was met by considerable debate and even
demonstrations. A good discussion can be found in R. C. D. Jasper, George Bell, Bishop of Cliichester
(London: Oxford University Press, I967).
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they have come to be understood in international jurisprudence, rather than to

think in terms of the just war as a tradition of moral reflection.9 One other
feature of this progressive reliance on the laws of war is also worth mentioning

before we move on. The laws of war, as developed during the late nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, concerned themselves primarily with what it was
permissible to do in war rather than under what circumstances war should be
waged. In other words, and to use the terminology often associated with the
just war, they concentrated on jus in bello questions rather than those ofjus ad
bellum. The significance of this I shall return to below.

Now, it would be foolish to deny that these developments have had much to
recommend them. The web of institutions (like the International Committee of

the Red Cross [ICRC]), agreements (The Hague and Geneva Conventions)
and practices embedded in them (mutual oversight of prisoners of war, etc.)
have all constrained the use of force in twentieth-century politics and have
certainly helped to mitigate some of its worst excesses, for all that the century as

a whole was a staggeringly bloody one. Moreover, the internalization of the
laws of war mirrors a practice found in all cultures and times to varying degrees:

the practice to which Michael Ignatieff recently drew attention in his muchdiscussed book The warrior's honour,?' namely that all those who have seen
themselves as 'professional' warriors (however that is understood) both need and

have a 'code of honour' and an understanding of why they fight and how they
fight. The laws of war have served this purpose well, at least in the context of the
evolution of Western liberal societies in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

However, what is sometimes not discussed in this regard-and this is the
second point I want to emphasize about the context of the 'renaissance' of just
war writing-is quite how ambivalent liberal societies are towards the just war
tradition. The reason for this is obvious enough, for liberal societies have been
perhaps more ambiguous about war as such than any other societies in human
history. While they have waged it with uncommon ferocity and uncommon
zeal in some contexts,I at the same time they have become progressively more
and more unsure about its provenance.'2 By the late twentieth century, indeed,
what Michael Howard once called 'the liberal conscience' seemed to have

required Western states, if they were to fight, to fight in ever more bloodless
and 'humane' ways (at least as far as their own armed forces were concerned).I3
9 Excellent discussions of the evolution of the laws of war can be found in Geoffrey Best's two volumes,
War and law since 1945 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1997) and Humanity in warfare (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, I984).
o0 Michael Ignatieff, The warrior's honour (London: Chatto & Windus, I998).
I Some would argue that the 'Western way of war' has always been especially ferocious-and indeed, that
it is its very lethality that has made it so effective. See e.g. Victor Davis Hansen, Why the West has won:
carnage and culture from Salamis to Vietnam (London: Faber, 2002).
I2 On the rise of'war aversion' in Western culture, see John Mueller, Retreatfrom doomsday: the obsolescence
of major war (New York: Basic Books, 1989).
i3 Michael Howard, War and the liberal conscience (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978). This
development is traced with irony and aplomb, and from different viewpoints, in Christopher Coker,

Humane warfare (London: Routledge, 200I), James Der Derian, Virtuous war (Boulder, CO: Westview,
200I) and Michael Ignatieff, Virtual war: Kosovo and beyond (London: BBC Books, 2000).
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This ambivalence is central to the history of liberal thought, which has always

regarded war with suspicion, even when it has not been avowedly pacifist.I4
There are good reasons for this, of course. The greatest liberal assumption, as
Judith Shklar has most influentially argued,'5 has always been the fear of arbitrary

power, and in war powers always have a tendency to become more, not less,
arbitrary. Thus it is hardly surprising that the origins of liberal thinking in modem

Europe are closely related to a rise in more general opposition both to war and,
as a consequence, to those assumptions that appear to make war more likely.I6
Kant, among the greatest of liberal philosophers, thus spoke for his allies more

generally in regarding war as the antithesis of the moral law that it was his
purpose to describe. It is also Kant who produced the prototype of an argument
that, in more recent times, has become a central theme of liberal democratic
thinking in world politics-that liberal states (republican states in Kant's locution)
do not war with one another,I7 and that therefore, the more liberal states there

are, the less war will be a problem. The advantage of this claim for liberals is
obvious: promote liberal (or, today, liberal democratic) regimes and you reduce

the likelihood of wars. Moreover, inasmuch as it is a reasonable hope that
sooner or later the world will consist almost entirely of liberal states (and Kant,
as well as a number of modem liberals, thought that history was inclining in that

direction), then the problem of how to use force legitimately becomes simply a
tactical question, subordinate to the task of creating a globalfoedum pacificum.
For much of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, therefore, liberal politics
had a very uneasy relationship with a tradition that seemed to grant much more to

war than liberals liked or wanted. Although, as I have said, the institutionalization of the laws of war owed much to the just war tradition, it also owed much

to the 'liberal conscience', and the tensions between the two in part-given the
dominant position of liberal thought and beliefs in the nineteenth centuryaccount for the fact that the just war tradition as an articulate body of social thought

was almost completely silent, save for its still prominent position in Catholic social
thought, throughout much of the nineteenth century. Of course, given Catholi-

cism's well-known suspicion of liberalism and modernism, at least until Pope
Leo XIII's famous encyclical Rerum novarum, this is hardly to be wondered at.'8
14 Martin Caedel, in an excellent survey of thinking about peace and war, has suggested the term 'pacificist'
to imply a view which, while not endorsing pacificism as such, does not see war, in any form, as a
possible site ofjustice, as the just war tradition would. This view seems to me to sum up what I am here
calling the 'liberal' view of war rather well. See his excellent study Thinking about peace and war (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1987).
15 See her celebrated essay 'The liberalism of fear', in Stanley Hoffman, ed., Political thought and political
thinkers (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998).
i6 For a discussion of the rise of 'war aversion' see Mueller, Retreatfrom doomsday.
17 For Kant's original formulation of this thesis see his 1795 essay 'Zum ewigen Frieden' and its immediate
predecessor 'Idee zu allgemeine Geschichte'. Versions of these can be found in a number of collections.
See esp. Hans Reiss, ed., Kant's political writings (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970) and Brown
et al., eds, International relations in political thought. The locus classicus of the modem version of this thesis is

Michael Doyle, 'Kant: liberalism and foreign affairs', in Philosophy and Public Affairs, 1983 (vols 2 and 3).
i8 For those interested the text of Rerum novarum is available at http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/
leo_xiii/encyclicals/documents/hf l-xiii_enc_1 505189I_rerum-novarum_en.html.
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It is perhaps an especially rich irony that the events that spurred the rebirth of
arguments in the just war tradition are, in many ways, the same events that have
carried liberal ideas in international relations into a still more dominant, though

hardly unchallenged, position in contemporary world politics. The founding of
the United Nations, the entry into force of the UN Charter, the genocide convention and the UN convention on human rights, the Nuremberg tribunals and
theirJapanese cousins, and the growth and gradual spread of the 'human rights

revolution', as many of its advocates would call it-all these things challenged
the traditional understandings of the sovereignty of states as never before. If,
therefore, states could no longer assume a simple right of going to war, as they

largely had during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, then the question
'Under what circumstances might states [or, indeed, other actors] use force?'
regained its resonance. However, this return to the jus ad bellum, if one can call

it that, took place, as we have seen, against the background of, first, a more
general hostility to war under any circumstances in liberal publc cultures; second,

a concept of jus in bello largely transformed by both legal instantiation and
military habituation; and third, the effective secularization of the societies in
question. Given these features, it is hardly surprising that the 'renaissance of the
just war', both in scholarship and in practice, disclosed a character very different
from that which the just war tradition had traditionally displayed.I9

II

Of course, the differing characters of traditional just war assumptions and their

moder equivalents has not escaped some of the more sharp-eyed among the
tradition's contemporary defenders. James Turner Johnson, for example, has
recently point to the fact that over time the jus ad bellum had coalesced around a

set of seven principles: in rough order of priority, just cause, right authority,
right intention, proportionality of ends, last resort, reasonable hope of success
and the aim of peace. The jus in bello, meanwhile, had come to revolve around
two central principles: proportionality of means and non-combatant immunity.
In the modern context, however, as he rightly points out, many of these assum-

ptions have either narrowed markedly from their original sense or disappeared

altogether, while those that remain have become legal, rather than principally
ethical, in their force.
Thus, for example, 'just cause' in the traditional just war setting ranged from
the defence of the innocent against armed attack, through the retaking of persons,
'9 I should emphasize that I am perfectly well aware that the medieval just war tradition deployed bans on
certain types of weapons (at least in wars between fellow Christians) and also agreements such as the
Peace of God and the Truce of God, and that these sorts of processes have been compared to
contemporary international agreements or campaigns (the banning of landmines, for example). Indeed
they did, and the comparison is not always fanciful. However, the context of such bans was different in
two principal ways. First, the framing context was different in that the tradition existed as part of an
ethical (not juristic) framework focused on actions, not processes. Second, the character of the system
was significantly different and therefore the agreements concerned did not have the character they are
deemed to have in the modern system. More on both these points later.
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property or values unjustly taken, to the punishment of evil. In the modern
context, it has shrunk to national self-defence against armed attack or, perhaps,
retaliation for armed attack.20 It might be that the debate over so-called 'humani-

tarian intervention' during the I99os is, at least in some respects, a pale echo of

the old emphasis of the tradition on the protection of the innocent;2' but it is
also clear that the entrenched assumptions of what we might call 'Westphalian'
international law, for all that it might be fraying at the edges, still militate against

this emphasis. This bias, moreover, is reinforced by many writers working self-

consciously within the just war tradition. Perhaps most notoriously, Walzer
concedes only an extremely limited right of intervention inJust and unjust wars

(admitting only three grounds: secession, civil war or genocide); and even
though he relaxes this somewhat in a later essay,22 he has never changed his
fundamental view that 'interventions' should be very infrequent affairs.

As we have seen, part of the reason for this rather more constrained understanding of the character of the just war has to do with its embedding in law; but
equally clearly, another part of the reason has to do with the norms of the states-

system that evolved after the just war tradition reached maturity. States were
presumed from roughly the eighteenth century onwards to have a right of war in
defence of their interests, which therefore made the traditional questions of the
jus ad bellum largely irrelevant. The rebirth of interest in the just war tradition

has come about in part because, at least since the Second World War, that
presumed right has come under increasing challenge (from the international
human rights regime, from globalization and so on). Nonetheless, it is still a
powerful force. Even many of those who decline to accept it, like Wheeler in
Saving strangers, admit its power by emphasizing the centrality of the role of
states in shaping international norms and arguing that states should adopt what
Wheeler calls a 'solidarist' conception of international society, which would
allow, even encourage, interventions in cases of humanitarian emergency.23 As
Wheeler says, 'Where else can we turn? At present it is only states that have the

capabilities to fly thousands of troops halfway around the world to prevent or
stop genocide or mass murder'.24 But, as long as states retain this central role,
then it is unlikely that the broader conception of the just war tradition will be

given as much room as its advocates would like.
There is, however, a final reason for the different character of the just war
tradition in the modern world. For, while earlier examples of the tradition were
20 See Turner Johnson, Morality and contemporary warfare, pp. 28-30.

21 The best general treatment of this phenomenon, and a powerful contribution in its own right, is
Nicholas J. Wheeler, Saving strangers: humanitarian intervention in international society (Oxford: Clarendon,

2000).
22 See his essay 'The Politics of Rescue', Dissent 42/I, I995. It is significant, however, that in none of the
later editions ofJust and unjust wars (now in its third edition) does Walzer alter the argument of the first
on this point.
23 See Wheeler, Saving strangers, conclusion. He is drawing here on a well-known distinction made by the
late Hedley Bull between pluralist and solidarist understandings of international society. See Bull, The
anarchical society (London: Macmillan, I977).
24 Wheeler, Saving strangers, p. 3I0.
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content to use specific legal, political and institutional means, the central fact
about the tradition was that it was a tradition of moral and political reflection
rooted in practice, and the practice concerned not merely the business of war
and the use of force but its role in statecraft and, indeed, its involvement with
people's everyday lives. As Johnson notes, the purposes of the just war tradition

were not limited to specific wars (or occasions of the use of military force) but

extended to the purposes of political community as such and the character of
individual actions.25
As a tradition of practical reasoning, the just war tradition was closely linked

to related understandings of practical life, especially in the late medieval and
early moder periods, before it was eclipsed by the rise of the state and the
development of international positive law. In other words, the just war tradition
was essentially a 'casuistical' tradition, in which the resources of the tradition were

deployed in specific contexts as seemed appropriate and reasonable. The problem is that, in the modern world, and especially the late modern world, if I may
call it that, such a way of proceeding has become increasingly difficult.

The chief reason for this is the dominance in contemporary intellectual and

political fashion of'principles', 'rules' and 'theories'. As Stephen Toulmin and
Al Jonson have made clear in their study of the rise and fall of casuistry as a
method of moral argument and reflection, it was the rise to prominence in the
mid- to late seventeenth century of modes of argumentation that took an
essentially 'scientistic' form that consigned casuistry to an initially slow but
increasingly rapid decline.26 The dominance in the modern world of notions
that emphasize universally applicable moral rules by definition makes the kind

of moral reasoning prevalent in the medieval and early modern just war
tradition-casuistical, particularist, case-based-extremely difficult. However,
there remains the requirement for some sort of 'just war tradition' in reflecting

on, accounting for and legitimating Western societies' decisions to go to war.
The result has tended to be the 'legalization' of the tradition, as discussed
above-and also an attempt to create a just war theory (as it is now often called),

to be used as a kind of moral slide-rule from which legitimate instances of the
use of force can be read off whenever necessary. In his later work Toulmin has
elaborated this process and offered a very persuasive argument to the effect that

the rise of these styles of reasoning, the evolution of modern science and
technology, and the evolution of the moders states-system are best seen as one
movement of thought and practice.27 However, he argues that, with the decay
of the Westphalian system and the reformulation of key aspects of our understanding of science, it is largely only the moral and political aspects of this
universalism that remain in place.

25 Johnson, Morality and contemporary warfare, p. 26.

26 See Stephen Toulmin and A1Jonson, The abuse of casuistry: a history of moral reasoning (California:

University of California Press, I986).
27 See, most especially, Cosmopolis: the hidden agenda of modernity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1992), but also his more recent Return to reason (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 200I).
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In the current context this means, I suggest, a double problem for the just
war tradition. Designed in a casuistical and particularist mould, it has been forced
into an intellectual framework ill suited to its intellectual style and most effective
mode of being. At the same time, it has had to exist in tension with the dominant political and ethical traditions of liberal societies that are, in essence, hostile

to it. The fundamental aim of liberal societies, as we saw above, is peace, in
which to pursue freedom; the fundamental threat to this freedom is the arbitrary
power which, we can all agree, is found more often in war situations than in any
other context outside a straightforward tyranny. The just war tradition, however,
echoing earlier understandings of the relationship between war and politics, has

justice-or, perhaps more accurately, the opposition to injustice-as its central
assumption, and assumes as a result that there may be circumstances where war
is preferable to peace, if peace would amount to a surrender to injustice.
III

Given the above, it is hardly surprising that the just war tradition at the opening
of the twenty-first century shows some signs of having reached the limit of its

elasticity, as it were. The opportunity seems now to be present for liberal
societies, armed with newly acquired high-technology munitions, to fight wars
with more precision and more 'justice', as a result, than at any previous point in
history. A large and growing literature testifies to the power that this vision has
over liberal societies.28 Yet at the same time, many of the central aspects of the

just war tradition that we explored above are becoming ever more etiolated.
The return to the jus ad bellum, made much of in the literature of the just war
over the last forty years, has made little headway in widening understandings of

notions of just cause, for example. States still insist (and have international law
on their side when they do29) that they have a right to make war, albeit now

only in self-defence. The just war tradition, however, supports no such claim,
demanding that it be justified, not simply asserted. And while new technologies
may mean that greater precision can (and has) been used in targeting opponents,
it says nothing in itself to answer questions of proportionality of means, which

again is a difficult discussion to have in contemporary contexts (how does one
discuss the proportionality of the response to the attacks of I I September, with-

out widening the question in ways that might make uncomfortable reading for
many in the West?).
In the light of I I September, indeed, the tradition faces a still further challenge. Some in the West, or at least in the United States, have asserted in reacting

to the attacks on New York and Washington DC that the West has played the
rough game of international politics for too long with its gloves on, and that
now is the time to take them off. Various suggestions have been made as to
28 For some of the more influential readings of this situation, see Mary Kaldor, Old wars/new wars
(Cambridge: Polity, 1997); Ignatieff, Virtual war, Der Derian, Virtuous war; Coker, Humane warfare.
29 The most usually cited support is the UN Charter's provisions for self-defence, ch. 7, article 51.
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what this might mean, from scrapping the moratorium on political assassinations

(a suggestion made, apparently, by Vice-President Cheney) to an even more
recent call for the United States to display a 'pagan ethos' in an 'ancient war'a call which included a clear, if not especially systematic, attempt to rubbish the
just war tradition.30 In other words, in the light of the unquestionably horrific

events of I I September, some are beginning to suggest that restraints-such as

those that the just war tradition imposes-are a luxury Western states and
societies can no longer afford. This argument builds, of course, on others that
have attained currency in recent years to the effect that specifically Western
traditions (like the just war) may be out of place in a world where conflicts are
likely to be between 'civilizations' and thus subject to fewer restraints.3I

This argument also echoes a long-standing critique of the just war tradition
to the effect that it is fatally weakened by being a specifically Christian tradition.
Surely, the argument goes, in societies that are now largely if not wholly multi-

cultural and multifaith, a tradition of argument rooted in the religious experi-

ence of one religion cannot hope to attain wide assent? The basis of the charge
is incontrovertible, and many contemporary writers in the just war tradition

seem to feel the need to answer it. For some, the best response is simply to
replace God with some other foundation for the logic of the tradition. This is
essentially the strategy Michael Walzer uses inJust and unjust wars, for example,
where he deploys a rather convoluted rights theory to ground what he calls the
'war convention'.32 I confess that this argument has always seemed to me rather
weak, but in any case, I do not think it is necessary. A tradition of thinking can

have many roots, be fed by many tributaries. It is certainly the case that the
origin of the just war tradition lies in specifically Christian questions; however,

traditions, at least as I understand them, do not have an 'essence' or a central
core (indeed, as I understand it, the Christian tradition does not either). Rather,

one has to understand a tradition as part of an ongoing and potentially neverending conversation in which many different assumptions will take centre stage

at various points.33 What matters is the continuity of the tradition. In this
context, the just war tradition can be seen as a primarily Christian tradition-but

also as a 'Western tradition', an Aristotelian tradition, and even (though I cannot argue for this in detail here) an aspect of a global tradition of thinking about

restraints on the use of force. In short, none of the above arguments seems to
me fatally to undermine the continuing viability of the just war tradition as a
way of reflecting on moral and political practice and the use of force.

Yet the question remains, would we be better off without this flawed and
problematic survivor from earlier times in our new, technologically sophisticated,
30 See Robert A. Kaplan, Warrior politics (New York: Random House, 2001).
3" This view is chiefly associated with Samuel Huntington, whose The clash of civilizations and the remaking of
world order (New York: Simon & Schuster, I996) sparked a very wide-ranging debate. I have commented,
rather obliquely to be sure, on this debate in 'The boundaries of conversation: a response to Dallmayr',
Millennium:Journal of International Studies 30/2, 200I.
32 See Walzer,Just and unjust wars, parts I and 2.

33 In this I draw on the work of Michael Oakeshott. See again 'The boundaries of conversation'.
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late modem world? Could we not simply start afresh and think our own ideas

on how to legitimate and justify force? Some, who would not claim to be
pacifists and yet who would not wish to adopt an 'anything goes' position,
would seem to be left facing this path if they do not wish to follow the just war
tradition. However, to assume that it is possible to 'start from scratch' in this sort

of context is precisely to misread the context in which our moral and political
choices are made. The just war tradition is a tradition of thought precisely
because it has considered many different ways of understanding the relation
between war and politics. Some have become dominant in the tradition, as it has

developed, to be sure. But that leaves others to be recaptured if we so choose.
And perhaps for this reason, above all, and notwithstanding all its problems, it
seems to me that it would be a mistake to abandon the just war tradition.

As I have tried to emphasize throughout, it is a tradition that emphasizes
reflection on moral and political purposes and choices. Inasmuch as it does this,
it is closer in fact to liberal thinking on politics than often appears to be the case.

The just war tradition emphasizes choice; the freedom, indeed, even perhaps
the requirement, to make choices for ourselves about moral and political issues.
Of course, it is a tradition. It emphasizes that choices are made in contexts of

obligations and freedoms that are given to us and not always chosen ex nihilo.
Nonetheless, this process is one that is central to the lives of free and reasonable
persons. The legal and cultural sediment built up over the last few hundred years
had closed off aspects of this process, and, despite the renaissance of writing and
thinking of the last forty years, it has only very partially and episodically been

opened up again. But the tradition is still there-a resource, for those who
would understand it and use it aright, that enables us to evaluate and assess the
character of our societies' use of force in all of its aspects. It does not think war

is a good (only, sometimes, a lesser evil); nor does it glamorize or celebrate
'warriors' (as some seem increasingly to wish to do today); rather, it accepts that

in the quotidian world in which we all live, there will be circumstances where
force is used and even, perhaps, circumstances where it should be used, but,
most of all, it asserts that in neither case does this absolve us from the require-

ments of reflection and choice that we should all understand are the necessary
partners to our freedoms.
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